
Ski report: It’s a goggle day
There is a chance of isolated snow showers
above  6,500  feet.  Winds  will  be  light  to
moderate.

Take good goggles today.

Here is the April 6 ski report.

— Curtis Fong

Ski report: Resorts starting
to close

These are the last three days of the season to
ski  at  Diamond  Peak  and  Homewood  Mountain
Resort.

Here is the April 5 ski report.

— Curtis Fong
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Ski  report:  Snow  coming  to
mountaintops

Unsettled weather will be moving through Tahoe
for the next few days. The snow level will be
above  8,500  feet.  Dress  for  changing
conditions.

Wind could impact lifts this afternoon.

Here is the April 4 ski report.

— Curtis Fong

Ski report: Radar shows storm
coming

Get on the mountain today because a weather
system is on its way to Lake Tahoe tonight.

Here is the April 3 ski report.

— Curtis Fong
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Ski report: Season is winding
down

Spring conditions have returned.

Most resorts will remain open through April 14.

Here is the April 2 ski report.

— Curtis Fong

Ski  report:  All  resorts
closed for the day

Watch out for pranksters on the slopes (or
writing LTN headlines) — it is April Fools’
Day, after all.

Here is the April 1 ski report.

— Curtis Fong
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Ski report: Hop on over to
the slopes

Happy Easter! Lots of Easter family activities
are offered at the resorts.

Snow showers and possible thunderstorms today.

Fresh snow is reported in the higher elevations and wet packed
snow starting at the lower elevations.

Here is the Easter ski report.

— Curtis Fong

Ski report: It may rain on
your fun

There  is  a  chance  of  thunderstorms  in  the
afternoon, so dress for changing conditions.
Snow levels will be above 8,000 feet.
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Lots of events today:

U.S. Freestyle Championships at Heavenly has moved up
the dual moguls competition to this morning with aerials
later this afternoon and fireworks tonight.
Sierra-at-Tahoe is hosting Ski with Maddie Bowman Day in
the half pipe and the Tanner Hall Invitational in the
West Bowl.
Kirkwood  Cross  Country  Center  has  a  Sunset  Snowshoe
Tour.
Sugar Bowl has the Boarding for Breast Cancer Shred the
Love Rail Jam.
Squaw Valley has the Pain McShlonkey Fun Event.

Here is the March 30 ski report.

— Curtis Fong

Ski report: Freshies on south
end of lake

Kirkwood and Heavenly are reporting fresh snow
at higher elevations.

Here is the March 30 ski report.

— Curtis Fong
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Ski report: Snow possible at
7,000 feet

Isolated  and  scattered  showers  today,  with
snow level above 7,000 feet.

Here is the March 28 ski report.

— Curtis Fong
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